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STEP 1. Insert dash trim tool behind sensor by windshield.  
Photo 1.  Pry downward to remove sensor, disconnect and set 
aside.  Remove T-20 Torx from below sensor.  Inset trim tool 
behind left corner of the mesh grill, nearest the windshield.  
Photo 1.  Push down to release left corner and then do the 
same for the right.  Lift loose end up 45 degrees and slide 
away towards windshield to release back hooks.  Set grill aside 
without disconnecting anything.  Remove two (2) T-20 Torx 
screws from below grill. 

STEP 2. Slide dash tool behind air vent trim bezel in the back, 
left corner as before. Photo 1. Release clip and work the tool 
clockwise around bezel, pulling outward until bezel is free.  Set 
bezel aside.
 
STEP 3. Remove two (2) T-20 Torx screws from top right and 
left corner of radio bezel.  Using trim tool, remove bezel from 
around radio.  Remove T-20 Torx screws from all four (4) corners 
of the radio.  Pull radio out of its cavity, wrap in protective 
cloth and let hang down.  Do not disconnect radio.

STEP 4.  Place the Legend VSM against the dash, right of 
radio.  Photo 2. The lower-right radio screw hole be between 
the Legend screw holes.  Using the holes in the Legend as a 
guide, mark pilot holes with marking pen. Set the mount aside. 
Carefully drill pilot holes with 5/64” drill bit and drill. Place 
the Legend over pilot holes and align holes. Insert provided 
screws and tighten with # 2 Phillips screwdriver.
 
STEP 5. Assemble dash in reverse order securing all clips. This 
completes the installation of your Pro.Fit Legend.
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PLEASE READ COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING THIS  Pro.Fit Legend.      
All instructions assume a drivers seat vantage point.  Caution is advised when removing and reassembling 

wood or plastic parts of a dash. Applying unnecessary force or  pressure may cause a piece to crack or break.

  #2 Phillips screwdriver, drill and 5/64” bit, Dash trim removal tool  (DM-40-22), 
10mm    nut driver, marking pen
 Pro.Fit Legend, instructions, two (2) # 8 x 1/2” screws.
 
Right of radio

TOOLS REQUIRED:

PARTS INCLUDED:
 

LOCATION:

Pro.Fit International, Inc.® may not be held liable for any damage to a vehicle before, during or after the installation or removal of this 
Pro.Fit Legend®.  Pro.Fit may not be held liable for any personal injury resulting from accident or improper installation. 
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